Text of my speech on 1st of April 2017 in Denmark, Copenhagen
at the rally of the movement "For Frihed".

Hej and hello Copenhagen!
Thank you so much that you came here to listen to Tania, Ingrid and me.
Once upon a time there was a beautiful country, it was called Germany. Germany was the
country of poets and thinkers, of musicians and artists, of great inventions and technologies.
“Made in Germany” was our high quality trademark in the rest of the world.
This country of my childhood doesn’t exist anymore. It died.
And I’m sorry, sad, disgusted and ashamed to tell you, that I belong to a nation full of suicidal
idiots.
I could talk a lot about the effects of multiculturalism and cultural Marxism we face in
Germany now.
For example there is a new sport in Germany, it’s called “Muslims throw Germans in front of
a train”. Our people are tossed into the railway tracks exactly when the train runs into the
station.
One happened close to the place where I live - that piece of ….something wasn’t even
arrested! Only when the public pressure grew, they took him into jail.
Even small towns in the countryside are increasingly affected by mass fightings with seriously
injured or even dead people.
It is no longer just the already islamized cities, which we openly call caliphates. No, the
violence among the clans erupts everywhere, the conflicts of the Islamic world like between
Kurds and Turks or Shiites and Sunnis are now being fought all over Germany.
But I don’t want to bore you with the same horrifying stories of daily violence and mass
fighting, of raping, stubbing and murdering in our German cities like Ingrid could tell you
also from Sweden.
I could tell YOU – the certified happy Danes – about the terrible melancholic mood in
Germany. Many German people, sensible people, people with empathy are becoming even
depressive.
Others, like the young leftists, the cultural Marxists, the feminists, the globalists, the
progressives seem to be the modern Zombies of our neurotic societies in the West.
These hyper moral members of the new master race are completely detached from our
German cultural awareness.
But they are chained to their iPhone and Facebook, Instagram and the other bling-bling and
self-advertising platforms created for the millions of narcissists of our times.

And that’s why we no longer have a healthy defensive will. No readyness to fight. What
should they fight for? Angela Merkel? Or a pension insurance? For a church that behaves like
a traitor to their Christian believers?
Our identity and our motivation to fight for our values has been completely destroyed.
From the small unit to the big one: Europe is the continent of diverse traditions and cultures,
and the continent of freedom.
In Northern Europe we lived in high-trust cultures. We used to trust each other. But our
confidence is destroyed on all levels. And our loss of confidence is a tragedy.
And now Europeans like us have to deal with Islam, with the Koran, with Sharia and the cruel
ideas of a dead psychopath.
Islam does NOT belong to Europe!
But what are we Europeans doing against Islamization? We talk. And discuss. And write. And
talk, discuss and write. Over and over again.
Ok, sometimes we go for a rally also.
This is European, it’s our way to deal with problems.
But all our wise words - the million men who come to conquer us from Africa and the Islamic
arch, they do not even care a rat-fuck about our constant talking.
Most of these Muslim savages have IQs between 60 and 80 - they do not even understand
what we’re saying!
They come from poor and violent societies. They come from deeply traumatized societies.
Violence is experienced daily: beating, stoning, chopping hands, public hanging, crucifying,
even raping of children.
They are made submissive in their societies.
Violence there always plays a role, it happens everyday, it is a means of pressure and it is
anchored in the Koran. The only answer to their violence, which wants to conquer us is:
Counterviolence!
But still there is our European decency. We are trapped in our decency, in our thinking and
talking, discussing, good doing. Our decency seems even more important than our children's
tears.
The secret tears of our sons, who are mobbed and humiliated by Muslim boys in school yards.
Who are forced to give their smartphones and branded clothes.
Our boys who can not be protected by their teachers anymore.
Or the tears of our girls, of our daughters, who are assaulted in swimming pools, beaten or
even violently forced to sexual acts.

How about the tears related to childhood marriage? Or don’t they touch us because they are
cried secretly? When 10-year-old girls cry, who are "married" by old Muslims?
Shame on us!
All over in the Islamic world we see hacking and hitting, battles and blasting. Nearly all civil
wars of the past 10 years have taken place in Muslim countries.
In 2012 alone - 6 civil wars in Islamic countries: Afghanistan, Pakistan, Sudan, Somalia,
Syria and Yemen.
It is a constant battle within the Muslim world.
We see all these Arabic and African Muslim male faces, their eyes and mouths wide open,
full of hate, burning flags of America, Israel, Germany and Denmark.
Did you ever wonder why they are so full of hate? Against nations, unbelievers, against all of
these very abstract topics?
Our elites want us to believe that this would be a war of cultures. Strange theory – hate is no
culture. Hacking people is not a culture. Hanging homosexuals is not a culture.
It is not a question of the “clash of cultures” or the "struggle of civilizations". The cause is
violence, poverty and population explosion.
But if these Muslims can’t even solve their conflicts at home, why should they be able to
solve them in Europe?
Perhaps there is still another reason for the civil war among themselves, the need for violence
and hatred - especially on the white man?
A much more obvious, much deeper reason? A reason that men doesn’t like to talk about so
much?
A reason who dominates every Muslim man and almost condemns him to hate and humiliate
the disbelieving, the intact, the not circumcised man?
Every male Muslim is a mutilated. Every male Muslim is a seriously traumatized man.
Why? Exactly at the age at which little boys develop their greatest sense of shame, the
“phallic phase”, they are forced to be circumcised.
From the age of four, the little boys are circumcised in odd-numbered years: the 5, 7, 9, 11year-olds. But there are also circumcisions after the age of 12.
A Muslim man is not allowed to marry a Muslim woman if he is not circumcised.
Freshly circumcised the boy is celebrated with a big party, which signals that he’s now
accepted as a full member of the Muslim male community.

This is at the same time the biggest taqiyya of his young life, because he is even not allowed
to show his vulnerabiltiy, his pain. Instead he has to play the role of the little prince for his
family and the ummah.
In most parts of the Islamic world there’s no sterile operating room, no anesthesia, no clean
and sharp instruments available for the circumcision.
And probably each of us can imagine how the hygenic situation looks like in small goat
villages and in the African Krals. These circumcisions are done in the dirt!
The little Muslim boy is circumcised on the penis, carved around and blunted around - with
dull razor blades, glass flakes, rusty knives.
The boy suffers mutilation, partly amputations, cuttings, fissures, exhaustion, inflammation,
bleeding, pain.
And the child experiences that mummy and daddy don’t protect him. He is alone and at the
mercy of the relative, who cuts and hurts him.
It is a kind of a castration – that is like it is percepted by the little boy.
What the little boy experiences is endlessly hurtful and painful. Often it is inflamed and even
when the wound heals after months, it leaves behind life-long scars.
Physically there are many severe disadvantages like orgasm problems, pain and the daily view
of the mutilated penis.
The psychological scars never heal, this trauma is with every male Muslim. It is the daily
memory of the suffered violence, the fixation on the sexual, the experienced injustice and that
terrible defenselessness.
In order to survive such a severe trauma, one part of the personality splits off. This part can
not mature, but remains as an "inner child", always alarmed against injury, betrayal and pain.
And this provokes endless hatred, rage, and obsession on retribution, which are even fueled
by the Quran, the Imans, and the Ummah, the Muslim community.
Are we aware of that irrational hatred caused by trauma?
The hatred of Muslims is directed against the not mutilated men. It is covered as religiously
hate against the unbelievers.
And hatred is directed against the women, the mothers, who didn’t protect their little sons,
who didn’t prevent the mutilation.
And so again, it is not a struggle of cultures we experience now.
We see a desperate war of traumatised muslim men.
And that is why Muslim invadors take what they want: On a daily basis or in masses on
events and festivals we see rapefugees taking our women, even children.

And when they assault and rape European girls and women, they revenge themself at the
uncircumcised men, they humiliate them.
And the evil, the fatal, the unbelievable thing is:
There is no counter-reaction of us, of our men, of our society, of the West!
I just want to keep it short: In my opinion the West is doomed. It’s already over. We’ve lost.
We are Islamized already and we don’t have the means nor the will to change it. We are
simply not willing to preserve our European culture.
Perhaps Eastern Europe could still have a chance, to prolong the process of collapsing of the
Western high culture. But then the people of Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia
have to hurry up to rebuild the Iron Curtain.
And this time socialism is already in the West of Europe – the Iron Curtain would just keep
the Muslim crap out of the rest of the European culture continent.
But there is our European decency. We are trapped in our decency, in our discussing and good
doing. But our hyper moral decency doesn’t help us anymore - so fuck that fucking decency!
It is about to be or not to be. And the main question is:
“Is Europe willing to survive or not?”
First of all each and every one of us has to ask himself: Do I want to survive? Do I want to be
free? Do I want to be happy?
Happy as you Danish people have been for years?
If you answer yourself with “Yes” – then start fighting!
To all times in history people had to fight for freedom. Now again we need to defend our
liberty, we need to start being serious, angry and being warriors.
Otherwise Europe will pass away. Soon.
Thank you!

